Consonance Exercise

Consonance is the repetition of similar consonant sounds close together within a word, phrase or sentence. While alliteration is the repetition of the first letter of each word, consonance can appear anywhere within a word, and often appears at the end.

DIRECTIONS: Read the first word. Create consonance with the two words by circling the appropriate word from each line.

EXAMPLE:

pitter \[**patter**\] kid fight lose

1. ship kid ice shape lose
2. much grave touch battle salad
3. nape loose dupe meek sleep
4. better upset wheel glaze road
5. bell stare squeal coat bag
6. rain floor yellow doornail ready
7. slippery balloon bar boat slope
8. gamma send yeast rubber grammar
9. fight phone bought ugly clear
10. came home winter peanut hype
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